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Abstract: Wind power belongs to sustainable and clean energy sources which play a vital role of
reducing environment pollution and addressing energy crisis. However, wind power outputs are
quite difficult to predict because they are derived from wind speeds, which vary irregularly and
greatly all the time. The uncertainty of wind power causes variation of the variables of power grids,
which threatens the power grids’ operating security. Therefore, it is significant to provide the accurate
ranges of power grids’ variables, which can be used by the operators to guarantee the power grid’s
operating security. To achieve this goal, the present paper puts forward the interval power flow with
wind farms model, where the generation power outputs of wind farms are expressed by intervals
and three types of control modes are considered for imitating the operation features of wind farms.
To solve the proposed model, the affine arithmetic-based method and optimizing-scenarios method
are modified and employed, where three types of constraints of wind control modes are considered
in their solution process. The former expresses the interval variables as affine arithmetic forms, and
constructs optimization models to contract the affine arithmetic forms to obtain the accurate intervals
of power flow variables. The latter regards active power outputs of the wind farms as variables,
which vary in their corresponding intervals, and accordingly builds the minimum and maximum
programming models for estimating the intervals of the power flow variables. The proposed methods
are applied to two case studies, where the acquired results are compared with those acquired by
the Monte Carlo simulation, which is a traditional method for handling interval uncertainty. The
simulation results validate the advantages, effectiveness and the applicability of the two methods.

Keywords: affine arithmetic; interval variables; optimizing-scenarios method; power flow;
wind power

1. Introduction

Wind power belongs to sustainable and clean energy sources, which play a vital role in reducing
environment pollution and addressing the energy crisis. However, wind power outputs are quite
difficult to predict because they are derived from wind speeds, which always vary irregularly and
greatly [1]. Therefore, the output power of wind farms belongs to uncertainties existing in power
systems. Uncertainties of power grids cause the parameters of a power grid, such as active line
power flows, bus angles, and bus voltages, to vary, which may threaten the power grids’ operating
security. It makes essential sense to acquire the ranges of power flow results over which the power
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grid could operate safely when considering the uncertainties from wind farms. Operators then are
able to use these obtained ranges to clarify the quantity of wind power generation to incorporate into
the power grid, so as to safeguard the operating security of power systems. Accordingly, the following
introduction section will discuss the state-of-the-art methods for dealing with the uncertainty of wind
power in power flow models.

At present, there are mainly two kinds of approaches for handling uncertainty of wind power in
power flow equations: the probabilistic power flow [2–16] and the interval power flow [17–30]. As
for probabilistic power flow, the uncertainty of output generation from a wind farm can be defined
as random with description of some probabilistic distributions, which will be utilized to build the
probabilistic power flow model of power grids. Three methods are generally used for dealing with the
probabilistic power flow model, i.e., the analytical method [2–6], the point estimate method [7–12],
and Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) [13–16]. Monte Carlo simulation produces a series of samples
and obtains the load flow results under every single sample. Accordingly, this method is able to
acquire the corresponding variables’ distributions. The MCSs’ sampling efficiency is enhanced through
consideration of relationships among random variables utilizing Latin hypercube sampling [15].
However, MCSs still require huge computational time, and they perform poorly in terms of obtaining
accurate results, especially when solving a large-scale test system [16]. The point estimate method
aims at acquiring random output variables’ statistical features through refining some important
statistical information from the random input data. Point estimate methods are divided by two
methods considering utilization of different orders of moments, i.e., the three-point method [21] and
two-point method [12]. Despite the efficiency of the point estimate method being higher than that
of MCSs, it is unable to compute the load flow variables’ accurate distribution functions. Analytical
methods aimed at obtaining variables’ probability distribution results by employing different theoretic
instruments from mathematics include: the approximation expansions and cumulants, which includes
the Cornish−Fisher expansion [8], Gram−Charlier expansion [16], and the fast Fourier transform [14].
In solution procedures of the aforementioned approaches, they require linearizing the nonlinear load
flow equations by usage of linear diffusion methods. The transformation and linearization including
in linear diffusion methods will give rise to approximation errors and reduce flexibility. In conclusion,
the aforementioned approaches are employed for solving probabilistic power flow models aimed at
acquiring the critical statistical information or probability distribution functions of the power flow
results of probabilistic power flow models. This information, however, is always crude since the
parameters of random variables’ distribution functions are inaccurate, and the probabilistic power
flow methods always underestimate power flow results due to their inherent limited sampling space.

To overcome this problem, the interval power flow approach uses intervals, whose bound
information is easily acquired, to model the uncertainties, thus building the interval power flow model
and obtaining the conventional ranges of the power flow variables. Three kinds of interval power flow
methods have been proposed to solve the interval power flow model, i.e., interval arithmetic-based
method [17–19], affine arithmetic (AA)-based method [21–24], and the optimizing-scenarios method
(OSM) [25,26]. The interval arithmetic-based methods are aimed to solve the interval power flow
model through conventional nonlinear equation iteration methods such as Newton iteration [17],
Gauss−Seidel iteration [18], and Krawczyk−Moore method [19], by incorporating the interval
arithmetic computation. However, these methods are too conservative due to dependency problems
among interval calculations [20], and their convergence depends on the choice of initial intervals. To
solve this problem, the AA-based methods propose the usage of affine arithmetic to realize interval
computation instead of the interval arithmetic, thus avoiding the interval dependency problem.
Besides, the AA-based methods introduce the domain-contracting process to replace the iteration
process in interval arithmetic-based methods, so as to overcome the convergence problem. Although
the AA-based methods provide an effective way for solving the interval power flow model, they
still overestimate the ranges of power flow variables because of approximation errors produced by
affine arithmetic computation of nonlinear functions [20]. The OSM acquires the ranges of each
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variable of the interval power flow through its corresponding optimization models directly, where
the uncertainties are regarded as variables varying in their own intervals arbitrarily. It considers any
possible scenario during the interval uncertainty bounds. It has previously been demonstrated to
be the most accurate method for obtaining results of the interval power flow models in theory. In
conclusion, the interval power flow methods outperform the probabilistic power flow methods in terms
of simplicity of modelling and accuracy of obtained results. However, it is much easier to consider
the models of wind farms in the probabilistic power flow methods, due to their simple computational
processes. Accordingly, lots of navigations have been conducted regarding the probabilistic power flow
considering wind farms [27–29]. As for the interval power flow methods, although some researchers
have considered wind power in their power flow models [30], the specific models of wind farms are
neglected. Therefore, the present paper first uses intervals to describe the uncertainties of generation
from a wind farm and proposes a model of interval power flow considering wind farm (IPFWF) models.
To solve the IPFWF model, the AA-based method and the OSM are therefore modified for considering
the models of wind farms, and thereby employed to acquire results of the interval power flow variables.
To accomplish this target, in the present paper, we conducted the relevant work listed below.

• We first proposed the IPFWF model, during which the uncertainties of generation from a wind
farm were expressed by intervals. This model is aimed at obtaining the ranges of the power flow
results of power grids incorporating wind farms with interval power generation. Considering
differences among the wind farms’ operation conditions, we considered three types of wind farms
in the proposed model.

• We modified the AA-based method and employed it to handle the proposed model. The AA-based
method is a previously proposed method for solving the interval power flow model without
considering wind farms. Here, the relationship between the reactive power and active power
generation of wind farms is considered in the affine arithmetic computation. To solve the
IPFWF model, minimum and maximum optimization models are established to contract the
noise elements in affine arithmetic forms, and thus the results of load flow variable intervals
are acquired.

• The OSM was employed here to acquire the intervals of the variables from the IPFWF model. The
OSM builds two types of optimization models to acquire ranges of the load voltage magnitudes,
bus angles, as well as the active line power flows of the IPFWF model. Three types of constraints
of wind control modes were considered in the optimization models of the OSM, so as to imitate
the operation features of wind farms. Meanwhile, the voltage recovery processes and limits of
reactive power of generators were considered.

• We compared the results acquired using the AA-based method and OSM in two case studies with
those acquired by the MCS, to demonstrate the advantages and effectiveness of the proposed
methods, as well as validating their applicability of solving larger systems.

As far as the following contents of this paper are concerned, they are arranged as follows.
Mathematical formulations of the IPFWF model are described in Section 2. Introduction of the
AA-based method and OSM procedures, which are employed for solving the proposed model, are
given in Section 3. Analysis and discussions related to simulation results are introduced in Section 4.
The contributions as well as conclusions of the work are introduced in Section 5.

2. Mathematical Formulations of the Problem

2.1. Wind Farm Models

2.1.1. Modeling of the Output Wind Power Generation

Regarding modeling of the wind generators, two kinds of control modes are mainly used
for modelling the wind turbines, i.e., fixed speed/constant frequency (FSCF) control and variable
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speed/constant frequency control (VSFC) [31–33]. Variable speed/constant frequency control modes
are classified as the constant voltage control mode (CVCM) and the constant power factor control mode
(CPFCM) [34–37]. However, despite the wind turbine’s control types, its output active power should be
generally described by functions which vary with wind speeds [38,39]. Generally, a wind farm usually
contains numerous wind turbines, whose spatial placement is quite similar because of similarity of
landforms. This feature makes the active power outputs of wind turbines in one wind farm show a
quite high degree of similarity [40]. Meanwhile, in practice, considering design requirements, relevant
control modes are usually employed to control the wind farm’s wind turbines. As a result, a wind farm
is able to be regarded as a model of wind turbine if neglecting spacing between turbines, turbulence,
and the wake effect [41–43].

As is discussed in Reference [44], the output power of wind turbines can be assumed as a function
closely related to wind speeds. Numerous expressions have been proposed to present the function
relationship between wind speed and output wind power generation, such as quadratic function [44]
and cubic function forms [39]. In practice, however, it makes sense to pay more attention to the
characteristics of the output power based on the actual operating conditions of wind turbines, rather
than the function relationship. Therefore, the cut-out (vco), cut-in (vci), and rated (vr) wind speeds
should be taken into account when using power generation functions of a wind turbine. Here, we
use a formulation proposed in Reference [44], where the output active wind power generation PW is
expressed by a function of wind speeds, and it is given as follows.

PW =


(A0 + A1v + A2v2)Pr, vci ≤ v < vr

Pr, vr ≤ v < vco

0, v < vci or v ≥ vco

(1)

where Pr represents rated output active wind power generation and coefficients A0, A1, and A2 are
given as follows. The relationship between wind power output and wind speeds is presented Figure 1.

A2 =
1

(vci − vr)
2

[
2− 4

(
vci + vr

2vr

)3
]
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A1 =
1

(vci − vr)
2
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Figure 1. Relationship between wind power output and wind speeds according to Equation (1).

We observe from Equation (1) and Figure 1 that PW = 0 when v < vci or v ≥ vco, and can be
written as a quadratic function related to v when vci ≤ v < vr. However, PW is a constant value Pr
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when vr ≤ v < vco, due to well adjustable ability of pitch angles of wind turbines. Notice here that v is
regarded as a random, and it is with a Weibull distribution:

f (v) =
k
c
(

v
c
)

k−1
exp

[
−
(v

c

)k
]

, (3)

where c and k, respectively, represent the scale and shape parameters. Therefore, PW varies in an
interval expressed as [0, Pr].

2.1.2. Fixed Speed and Constant Frequency Control

In the initial stage of designing wind turbines, technologies were unable to adjust the speed of
impellers for various wind speeds. The active power of wind turbines, therefore, was produced in
an asynchronous mode and only over a quite narrow wind speed range. Meanwhile, the PQ and RX
nodes were frequently employed by load flow analysis rather than FSCF. Here, Equation (4) will be
used for modelling the reactive power consumption of the PQ bus in the FSCF wind turbines.

Q = V2 Xc − Xm

XcXm
+ X

V2 + 2RPW

2(R2 + X2)
− X

√
(V2 + 2RPW)2 − 4PW

2(R2 + X2)

2(R2 + X2)
, (4)

where V stands for the bus voltage magnitude, PW represents the active wind power generation
calculated by (1), R represents the total of the rotor and stator resistance values, X represents the
combination of rotor and stator leakage reactance values, Xm stands for excitation reactance, and Xc

stands for the capacitance of shunt capacitors. The principle of power generation is illustrated in
Figure 2.
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With the development of control technology for wind turbines, FSCF modes became outdated
and gradually were substituted by VSCF modes.

2.1.3. Constant Power Factor Control Mode

Constant power factor control mode is a special type of variable speed/constant frequency control
mode, and its schematic is illustrated in Figure 3. Here, the current transformer and crowbar resistance
are used to realize control of constant power factors. Meanwhile, a resistance here is used to prevent
the current from overrunning, and a step-up transformer converts bus voltage to that of the connected
grid. As for the reactive power consumption of CPFCM, it is calculated by

Q = PW × tan ϕ, (5)

where ϕ is the angle of power factor cos ϕ and PW is the active power generation.
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2.1.4. Constant Voltage Control Mode

Constant voltage control mode is another type of variable speed/constant frequency control
mode, and its layout is presented in Figure 4. Here, the wind turbine’s voltage can be controlled using
the full-power converter operating similar to the thermal generator. In addition, it is able to control its
reactive power consumption and is modelled by a PV node.
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Based on preceding discussions, the wind turbines in three control modes can be discriminated
through distinct reactive power consumption modes. That is, the CVCM is able to control its reactive
power output, while the reactive power outputs of FSCF and CPFCM can be calculated through
Equations (4) and (5), respectively.

2.2. Interval Power Flow with Wind Farms Model

Regardless of the consideration of wind power, the load flow model of a power grid is expressed as

PGi − PLi − Pi = 0, i ∈ {generator buses}, (6)

−PLi − Pi = 0, i ∈ {load buses}, (7)

QCi −QLi −Qi = 0, i ∈ {load buses}, (8)

where
Qi = Vi∑

j∈S
Vj(Gij sin θij − Bij cos θij), (9)

Pi = Vi∑
j∈S

Vj(Gij cos θij + Bij sin θij). (10)
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where S is the set of indices of system buses, PGi is the ith generator’s active output power, QLi and PLi,
respectively, represent reactive and active power load demand of the ith bus, QCi stands for the output
of reactive power compensator at the ith bus, θij = θi − θj, where θi represents the bus angle of the ith
bus, and they should regard the slack bus’s angle value as the reference, Vi is the voltage magnitude of
the ith bus, Bij and Gij respectively represent the imaginary and real portions of Yij, where Y =

{
Yij
}

is the nodal admittance matrix.
However, if the wind power is taken into consideration, equations of buses related to wind farms

should make changes. An obvious change is that all the real power generation of buses with farms
should be substituted by intervals, marked as P̂Gi = [PGi, PGi], where PGi and PGi represent minimum
and maximum of wind power generation, respectively. Accordingly, the equations of buses correlated
to wind farms can be rewritten based on three reactive power control modes in the following. For
FSCF wind power control, based on Equation (4), their load flow equations can be rewritten as

QGi = V2
i

Xci − Xmi
XciXmi

+ Xi
V2

i + 2Ri P̂Gi

2(R2
i + X2

i )
− Xi

√
(V2

i + 2Ri P̂Gi)
2 − 4P̂2

Gi(R
2
i + X2

i )

2(R2
i + X2

i )
, (11)

P̂Gi − PLi − Pi = 0, (12)

Q̂Gi −QLi −Qi = 0, (13)

the power flow equations of CPFCM control are given by

Q̂Gi = P̂Gi × tan ϕ, (14)

P̂Gi − PLi − Pi = 0, (15)

Q̂Gi −QLi −Qi = 0, (16)

regarding CVCM control buses, it only needs to replace PGi of Equation (6) with P̂Gi:

P̂Gi − PLi − Pi = 0. (17)

The solution of this interval computation problem will be introduced in the following sections.

3. Solution to the IPFWF Model

3.1. Solution of the IPFWF Model by AA-Based Method

In this section, the AA-based method is employed and modified to solve the IPFWF model [17].
The AA-based method uses the affine arithmetic to realize the interval computation instead of the
interval arithmetic, so as to reduce the conservatism of the interval computing results.

3.1.1. Introduction of AA

The affine arithmetic uses a series of noises to express the interval x̂ = [x, x], which can be
written as

x̂ = x0 + x1ε1 + x2ε2 + · · ·+ xpεp, (18)

where εi stands for a noise element and is valued as interval [−1, 1]; xi represents the coefficient
corresponding to εi, and it reflects the influence of εi on the interval x̂; x0 is the midpoint of x̂; p is
the number of noise element. The AA form (18) can be easily switched to interval arithmetic form by
using formulation

x̂ = [x0 −
p

∑
i=1
|xi|, x0 +

p

∑
i=1
|xi|]. (19)
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where p is the number of noise element, and |xi| represents absolute value of xi. Based on the
definition (18), the minus/plus and scalar multiplication operators of AA are respectively defined in
the following:

x̂± ŷ = (x0 ± y0) + (x1 ± y1)ε1 + (x2 ± y2)εi + · · ·+ (xp + yp)εp, (20)

αx̂ = (αx0) + (αx1)ε1 + (αx2)εi + · · ·+ (αxp)εp, (21)

where α is a constant. AA-based interval computation is more accurate because the relevance on
intervals is considered. For example, x̂ = [−1, 1], then x̂− x̂ = [−1, 1]− [−1, 1] = [−2, 2] according
to interval arithmetic, while affine arithmetic leads to computing result as x̂ − x̂ = (x0 − x0) +

(x1 − x1)ε1 = 0. Here, x0 = 0, x1 = 1 and ε1 is the unique noise element.
However, AA requires more complicated computations on the nonlinear operations. To realize

the nonlinear computation, AA needs to linearize the nonlinear functions and introduces new noise
elements. If we assume a nonlinear function as ẑ = f (ε1, ε2, · · · , εp), then its linear affine arithmetic
form can be expressed as

f a(ε1, ε2, · · · , εp) = ε0 + z1ε1 + z2ε2 + · · ·+ zpεp + zkεk, (22)

where zi(i = 1, 2, . . . , p) represents the coefficient of noise element εi of linear AA form of ẑ; εk is a new
noise element; zk stands for the approximation error caused by linearization of ẑ, and it satisfies the
following constraint

max
{∣∣ f (ε1, ε2, · · · , εp)− f a(ε1, ε2, · · · , εp)

∣∣: εi ∈ [−1, 1]
}
≤ zk. (23)

In fact, different linear approximation methods always have different approximation errors, and
the Chebyshev function approximation is supposed as the best linear approximation method because
it minimizes the approximation errors. Therefore, it is commonly used by AA to compute the intervals
of nonlinear function.

3.1.2. Solution of the IPFWF through AA

According to the affine arithmetic theory, the AA-based method is used to solve the IPFWF model.
It should be noticed that the FSCF wind farms are not considered in the AA-based method, because
it is outdated and is unable to realize affine arithmetic due to complex relationships (11) between
active and reactive power. The AA-based method mainly includes three steps, which are introduced in
the following.
Step (1) Express the voltage magnitudes of load buses and bus angles of non-slack buses as the
following affine forms:

Vi = Vi,0 + ∑
j∈CVCM

VP
i,jεPj + ∑

j∈CPFCM
VP

i,jεPj + ∑
j∈CPFCM

VQ
i,j εQj, for i ∈ SL, (24)

θi = θi,0 + ∑
j∈CVCM

θP
i,jεPj + ∑

j∈CPFCM
θP

i,jεPj + ∑
j∈CPFCM

θQ
i,jεQj, for i ∈ SG ∪ SL, (25)

where coefficients VP
i,j, VQ

i,j , θP
i,j, θQ

i,j are partial deviations corresponding to noise elements εPj, εQj. Here,
these coefficients should be enlarged by an amplification to ensure (24) and (25) include the real ranges
of bus angles and load voltage magnitudes. Vi,0 and θi,0 are load voltage magnitude and bus angle
results at nominal point. Because CPFCM wind farms satisfy constraint (14), then εQj = εPj × tan ϕj.
Therefore, (24) and (25) are rewritten as

Vi = Vi,0 + ∑
j∈CVCM

VP
i,jεPj + ∑

j∈CPFCM
(VP

i,j + VQ
i,j tan ϕj)εPj, for i ∈ SL. (26)
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θi = θi,0 + ∑
j∈CVCM

θP
i,jεPj + ∑

j∈CPFCM
(θP

i,j + θQ
i,j tan ϕj)εPj, for i ∈ SG ∪ SL. (27)

Step (2) Substitute the affine forms of voltage magnitude and bus angles into power flow equations,
thus compute the affine forms of injected active power and reactive power, which are written as

P̂i = Pi,0 + ∑
j∈CVCM∪CPFCM

PP
i,jεPj + ∑

h∈nN
Pi,hεh, for i ∈ SG ∪ SL, (28)

Q̂i = Qi,0 + ∑
j∈CVCM∪CPFCM

QP
i,jεPj + ∑

h∈nN
Qi,hεh, for i ∈ SL, (29)

where Qi,0 and Pi,0 are respective the injected reactive and active power for buses without wind farms,
for buses with wind farms,

Pi,0 =
PGi + PGi

2
(i ∈ CVCM∪CPFCM) (30)

and

Qi,0 =
PGi + PGi

2
tan ϕi(i ∈ CPFCM). (31)

nN is the set of new noise variables caused by affine approximation computations, which include
multiplication and Chebyshev linear approximation for sine and cosine functions. Here, the
approximation computation is conducted according to the constraint (23).
Step (3) Construct linear programming problems to contract the ranges of noise symbols εPi. Based on
the affine forms expressed by (28) and (29), we can acquire the following matrix form:

f (X) = AX + B, (32)

where
X = [ε1 ε2 · · · εN ]

T , (33)

f (X) =

[
P̂
Q̂

]
, (34)

Q̂ = [Q̂1 Q̂2 · · · Q̂nQ]
T , (35)

P̂ = [P̂1 P̂2 · · · P̂nP]
T , (36)

A =



PP
1,1 · · · PP

1,N
· · · · · · · · ·

PP
nP,1 · · · PP

nP,N
QP

1,1 · · · QP
1,N

· · · · · · · · ·
QP

nQ,1 · · · QP
nQ,N


, (37)

B =



P1,0

· · ·
PnQ,0

Q1,0

· · ·
QnP,0


+



P1,1 · · · P1,nN
· · · · · · · · ·

PnP,1 · · · PnP,nN
Q1,1 · · · Q1,nN
· · · · · · · · ·

QnQ,1 · · · QnQ,nN





ε1

· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
· · ·
εnN


, (38)

nP and nQ are the element number of sets SG ∪ SL and SL. Here, X represents the vector of noise
elements that should be contracted, and the initial value of each dimension is set as the interval [−1,1];
A is a matrix that consists of calculated real parameters; B is an interval vector computed by the new
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noise elements. Because the newly produced noise element εh varies within a fixed interval [−1,1]
and cannot be contracted, and they stand for the internal noise elements introduced by the nonlinear
function’s AA computational process.

Since the ranges of (32) will contain the ranges of the real ranges of injected nodal power, due
to multiplication of amplification coefficients on the partial deviations of voltage magnitude and bus
angles affine forms in step (1), as well as usage of affine approximation computations in step (2).
Therefore, the intervals of load flow variables are acquired through compressing the ranges of vector
X such that

AX + B = f SP, (39)

where f SP represents a vector valued by intervals, which are defined by the fixed ranges of reactive
and active power inputs. To contract the vector X, the “min” and “max” linear programming problems
are established as follows, respectively:

minεPj or maxεPj, for j ∈ CVCM∪CPFCM

s.t.

 −1 ≤ εPj ≤ 1
inf(Ci) ≤ ∑

j∈CVCM∪CPFCM
AijεPj ≤ sup(Ci), i = 1, 2, · · · , nP + nQ

(40)

where C = f SP − B; inf(·) and sup(·) are infimum and supremum functions. By solving (32), the
accurate ranges of bus angles and voltage magnitudes are acquired as follows:

Vi = Vi,0 + ∑
j∈CVCM

VP
i,j[εPj,min, εPj,max] + ∑

j∈CPFCM
(VP

i,j + VQ
i,j tan ϕj)[εPj,min, εPj,max], for i ∈ SL

θi = θi,0 + ∑
j∈CVCM

θP
i,j[εPj,min, εPj,max] + ∑

j∈CPFCM
(θP

i,j + θQ
i,j tan ϕj)[εPj,min, εPj,max], for i ∈ SG ∪ SL

(41)

After the three steps, the intervals of voltage magnitudes and bus angles are obtained. To
obtain (28) and (29), some affine approximation computations like multiplication and Chebyshev
approximation need to be done, and detailed information about how to do these approximation
computations can be found in Reference [20]. To make it easier to understand the AA-based method, a
simple case study is employed and introduced in detail in the Appendix A section.

3.2. Solution of the IPFWF Model by OSM

In this section, the solution process of the proposed IPFWF model through the OSM is discussed.
The OSM is mainly proposed through the extreme value theorem [32]. To make a comprehension of
the OSM, introduction of extreme value theorem as well as two vital viewpoints are given as follows.

(Extreme Value Theorem): Assume that f is a real-valued continuous function bounded in a
closed interval [a, b], then f must obtain at least one minimum and one maximum. In other words,
there are real numbers d and c in [a, b] satisfying f (d) ≤ f (x) ≤ f (c) for arbitrary x ∈ [a, b].

Then, for brevity, we express the IPFWF model as h(x) = [hL, hU], where hL and hU, respectively,
represent lower and upper bounds of the injected power, for the buses without wind farms hL = hU,
and x are power flow variables including bus angles and load voltage magnitudes. According to the
extreme value theory, the two key points can be expressed as follows.

Viewpoint 1: For each scenario ξ ∈ [hL, hU], there exists a fixed x which corresponds to ξ, and
this relationship is established by load flow equations. That is to say, x varies with uncertain ξ.

Viewpoint 2: For every dimension xi of x, there is a selected scenario ξ
(i)
max making xi maximum

for arbitrary scenario ξ ∈ [hL, hU]. Meanwhile, there exists a specific scenario ξ
(i)
min, which makes

minimum. If we respectively mark the maximum and minimum values as xmax
i and xmin

i , then
[xmin

i , xmax
i ] is the varying interval of xi under the active wind power generation data interval [hL, hU],

this is because the function y = h(x) is continuous and the extreme theorem takes effects here.
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It is known from Viewpoint 2 that the solution of the IPFWF model is reduced to searching the
extreme scenarios ξ

(i)
max and ξ

(i)
min for every xi. Accordingly, we can regard ξ as variables bounded by

interval [hL, hU], and establish two optimization models to obtain the variation interval of xi. Based on
the extreme value theorem, the OSM establishes the maximum and minimum programming models to
acquire intervals of the power flow results of the IPFWF model, and they can be formulated as follows.

minimize xi or maxmum xi (42)

s.t. 
PGi − PLi − Pi = 0, i ∈ {generator buses}
−PLi − Pi = 0, i ∈ {load buses}
QCi −QLi −Qi = 0, i ∈ {load buses}

(43)

and

ξi − PLi − Pi = 0, i ∈ {FSFT or CPFCM or CVCM}
QGi −QLi −Qi = 0, i ∈ {FSFT or CPFCM}

QGi = V2
i

Xci − Xmi
XciXmi

+ Xi
V2

i + 2Ri P̂Gi

2(R2
i + X2

i )
− Xi

√
(V2

i + 2Ri P̂Gi)
2 − 4P̂2

Gi(R
2
i + X2

i )

2(R2
i + X2

i )
, i ∈ {FSFT}

QGi = P̂Gi × tan ϕ, i ∈ {CPFCM}
PGi ≤ ξi ≤ PGi, i ∈ {FSFT or CPFCM or CVCM}

(44)

where xi represents the variables of power flow equations, which can be Vi or θi, and ξi is a variable
constrained in the interval [PGi, PGi]. If the ranges of the active transmission power flow are considered,
the expression

Pij = ViVj(Gij cos θij + Bij sin θij)− GijV2
i (45)

should replace xi in Reference (18), where Pij represents the active line power transmitted from bus i to
bus j. Here, the real portion of the shunt admittances is neglected for simplifying the computation of
Pij. In addition, if we consider limits on the voltage recovery processes and reactive power generation
of the generators within these programs, and these constraints are listed as

Vi −VGi −Vai + Vbi = 0, i ∈ {generator buses}, (46)

(QGi −Qmin
Gi )Vai = 0, i ∈ {generator buses}, (47)

(Qmax
Gi −QGi)Vbi = 0, i ∈ {generator buses}, (48)

QGi = QLi + Qi, i ∈ {generator buses}, (49)

Qmin
Gi ≤ QGi ≤ Qmax

Gi , i ∈ {generator buses}, (50)

Vai, Vbi ≥ 0, i ∈ {generator buses}. (51)

where Vbi and Vai represent the slack variables for tracking the variation of the voltage magnitudes,
VGi stands for the initial point value of the voltage at the generator bus i, Qmax

Gi and Qmin
Gi are the upper

and lower limitations of the reactive power generation QGi, respectively.
The solution models expressed by Equations (42)–(44) are all nonlinear optimization models,

and they could be solved efficiently using the interior point method (IPM) [45]. According to the
established optimization models, we illustrate the procedure for solving the IPFWF model in Figure 5.
Here, the input data include network parameters, injected active power and voltage of the generator
buses, and injected power of load buses. Parameters of the wind farms mainly consist of their cut-in,
cut-out, rated wind speeds, rated output power, as well as the Weibull distribution information of
wind speeds. Parameters of IPM contain the iteration precision and the central parameter.
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4. Simulation Results

Two test cases will be navigated in this section, including the IEEE 30-bus and IEEE 118-bus
systems. Case one will simulate the IEEE 30-bus system, and results acquired using the AA-based
method and OSM are compared with those obtained suing the MCS method in this case, thus
demonstrating the advantages and effectiveness of the proposed two methods. The second case
is used to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed methods for handling larger systems, where
the IEEE 118-bus will be simulated and analyzed. Network parameters of IEEE 118-bus and IEEE
30-bus systems are introduced in detail elsewhere [46]. One-hundred MV A was selected as the test
systems’ basic power, and all parameters and data were computed in per-unit (p.u.) system. The
constant power factor of CPFCM was cos ϕ = 0.95. To facilitate an easier description of the results, all
the bus orders of the test systems were rearranged with the reference (slack) bus first, followed in order
by the buses connected to the CVCM wind farm, conventional generator buses, load buses (capacitor
buses prior), and finally buses combined with the CPFCM wind farm. The order of all branches was
also rearranged, the rear bus number of the branch was set larger than that of its front bus number. The
whole branches were arranged in an ascending order based on the number of the front bus, where, if
the number of the front bus in two branches were identical, the branch with a bigger rear bus number
would be set in a front order. Accordingly, real transmission power was calculated from its front bus to
its rear bus. The IPM’s central parameter was set as 0.1, and iteration precision was chosen as 10−6.
Sampling numbers of MCS in two cases were both set as 5000, and this number was large enough
for ensuring the accuracy of sampling results. To show the possible fluctuations of the power system
state as a function of uncertain wind farms generation, the “base scenario” was given in all figures
which describes the variables’ intervals of IPFWF models. Here, the base scenario was defined as the
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obtained power flow results when the wind power outputs of wind farms equals to the midpoint of
their variation intervals.

4.1. IEEE 30-Bus System

The IEEE 30-bus system was modified and tested here to demonstrate the advantages and
effectiveness of the OSM in addressing the IPFWF model by comparing with the MCS. This system
contains 37 transmission lines, five generators, two capacitors, four transformers, and two wind farms,
see Figure 6. Here, the generator at bus No. 2 and load bus No. 30 were modified as wind farms. The
positions of the wind farms in CPFCM and CVCM control modes were respectively located on buses
No. 2 and No. 30. Intervals of input power data of the CPFCM and CVCM wind farms were given as
[0, 0.2756] (p.u.) and [0, 1.04] (p.u.), respectively. Limits of reactive power of the generators were given
as [−0.5, 1] (p.u.). The active power generation of power compute through (1)–(3), and the Weibull
distribution parameters of wind speeds as well as the operational parameters of the wind turbines are
presented in Table 1.Energies 2018, 11, 3176 14 of 24 
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Table 1. Wind farm rated power and wind speed parameters.

Type Pr (MW) c k vco (m/s) vr (m/s) vci (m/s)

CPFCM 27.56 7.5 2 20 14 5
CVCM 104 8 2 24 16 4

CPFCM and CVCM respectively stands for the wind farms in constant voltage control mode and the constant power
factor control mode.

According to the aforementioned parameters and input data, the proposed IPFWF model is
solved by the MCS, AA-based method, and OSM. The load voltage, bus angle, and active transmission
power results are exhibited in Figures 7–9, respectively. Notice that load flow variable results acquired
using the OSM and the AA-based method are broader than those acquired through the MCS. This
is because the MCS is unable to consider the whole scenarios when producing samples. However,
the AA-based method mainly relies on affine arithmetic computation, which represents a kind of
self-validated computation, and it always obtains more conservative results than “real” results due to
approximation errors produced by affine arithmetic computation of nonlinear functions. The OSM
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considers all probable scenarios due to usage of the interval, which includes the whole extreme
scenarios described through the upper and lower bounds, and it was proven to acquire the most
accurate interval results [25]. To show this inclusion relationship of these three methods more clearly,
the sampling results of bus angles at bus No. 30 and bus No. 2 are exhibited in Figure 10. Observe
that all MCS samples bounded in intervals acquired using the OSM, while interval bounds of OSM
reside in those of in the AA-based method. In Figures 7 and 8, it shows that load voltage at bus No. 30,
bus angle at bus No. 2, and bus angle of bus No. 30 all display huge fluctuations because bus No. 2
and bus No. 30 are related to wind farms. In Figure 9, the transmission power of branch No. 1 also
fluctuates widely because it connects bus No. 1 (the slack bus) with bus No. 2, which is related with a
CVCM wind farm.

The results and analysis of this case demonstrate that the OSM and the AA-based method could
provide an effective approach to addressing the IPFWF model. Meanwhile, the comparing results
indicate that results acquired by the OSM are more accurate than those obtained using the MCS and
the AA-based method.Energies 2018, 11, 3176 15 of 24 
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Figure 10. Sampling results of bus angles at bus No. 2 and bus No. 30. 

4.2. IEEE 118-Bus System 

The IEEE 118-bus contains 169 lines, 9 transformers, 54 generator buses, and 9 capacitors (see 

Figure 11). To account for the wind farms, the IEEE 118-bus system is modified and connected to 
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4.2. IEEE 118-Bus System

The IEEE 118-bus contains 169 lines, 9 transformers, 54 generator buses, and 9 capacitors (see
Figure 11). To account for the wind farms, the IEEE 118-bus system is modified and connected to
CVCM and CPFCM wind farms. Here, generators at bus Nos. 1, 4, 6, 8, and 10 are set as CVCM wind
farms and load bus Nos. 109, 114, 115, 117, and 118 are transformed as CPFCM wind farms, and their
parameters are listed in Table 2. This table includes the information of bus positions, control types,
wind speeds, rated output power, and parameters of their Weibull distributions.
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Table 2. Parameters of wind speed and wind farms in the IEEE 118-bus system.

Bus Position Type vci (m/s) vr (m/s) vco (m/s) Pr (MW) k c

1 CVCM 5 14 20 50 2 7.5
4 CVCM 6 15 24 50 3 8
6 CVCM 4 16 21.5 50 2.5 8.0
8 CVCM 4 17 23 50 2.5 7.5

10 CVCM 4 15 24 50 2 8.5
109 CPFCM 5 14 21 21.2 2 7.5
114 CPFCM 4 16 22 21.2 2.5 6.5
115 CPFCM 6 16 23 21.2 2 8.5
117 CPFCM 5.5 16 24 21.2 2.5 7.5
118 CPFCM 5 15 20 21.2 3 7.0

Based on the aforementioned data and parameters, the IEEE 118 bus system is solved by the OSM,
AA-based method, and MCS. The bus angles, load voltages, and the active transmission powers are
respectively presented in Figures 12–14. In Figure 14, the branches are reordered according to the
midpoint values of the active transmission power intervals. Observe from the data and figures that the
interval results acquired by these three methods still hold the inclusion relationship in Case one, which
furthermore validates the explanations for different accuracy. Besides, greater fluctuations on the bus
angles, voltage magnitudes, as well as the transmission power usually occur on the buses with farms
or the branches connected to buses with wind farms. This is expected because fluctuations on injected
power of buses is bound to cause the fluctuations on bus angles, bus voltages, and transmission power
rated to these buses. This case validates the applicability of the proposed methods to large bus systems.
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Regarding the required computational time, both cases were tested through MATLAB 2016b on a
3.2 GHz CPU and 4 G RAM. Testing of the modified IEEE 30-bus system by the AA-based method,
OSM, and MCS, respectively, required 4 s, 5 s, and 20 s, while IEEE 118-bus system needed 15 s, 25 s,
and 50 s. It indicates that the computational efficiency of the AA-based method and the OSM is much
less than that of MCS. To show the applicability of the AA-based method and the OSM to real systems,
we tested the Polish 2383-bus system. We found that the AA-based method was able to solve the
Polish 2383-bus system within 1 h, whereas the OSM could not work out results in one day. This is
because the solution models of the OSM are non-convex nonlinear programming problems, which are
time-consuming especially when the scale of the problem grows large.
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5. Conclusions

This paper used intervals to express the active power outputs of wind farms, and accordingly
proposed the IPFWF model for obtaining load flow results of power grids incorporating uncertain
wind power. Meanwhile, the IPFWF model uses three different formulations to describe three control
modes of wind farms. The OSM and the AA-based method were employed to solve the proposed
IPFWF model. The AA-based method expressed the wind power data intervals as affine arithmetic
forms, and constructs optimization models to contract the affine arithmetic forms and obtain the
accurate intervals of power flow variables. The OSM solved the IPFWF model through switching
its solution to two types of optimization models that could be efficiently addressed using the IPM.
To show the advantages, effectiveness, and applicability of the proposed methods for solving the
IPFWF model, the IEEE 30-bus and IEEE 118-bus test systems were tested. Results of testing the
IEEE 30-bus system indicate that the AA-based method and the OSM were effective for solving the
IPFWF model, and it also demonstrated that the OSM can obtain more accurate results than the MCS
method and AA-based method. The case of testing the IEEE 118-bus system showed that the OSM
and the AA-based method outperformed the MCS in terms of required computational time, which
demonstrates the proposed two methods’ good applicability to larger systems.

The ranges obtained by the AA-based method are always wider than the “real” ranges of the
IPFWF model, because its solution process includes Chebyshev approximation errors when computing
affine forms of nonlinear functions. However, the approximation errors can be further reduced
through defining higher orders of affine forms. The OSM is able to obtain the accurate results of the
IPFWF model, but the optimization models established in its solution process belong to nonlinear
programmes, and its solution obtained by the IPM is not necessary to be global solution, which may
cause the underestimation of the interval results of the IPFWF model. Therefore, further work is
needed to relax the nonlinear programmes to convex problems, so as to seek more reliable but accurate
solutions to the IPFWF model.
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Appendix A

To make it easier to comprehend the AA-based method, a three-bus system, which is derived
from Reference [25], will be tested and its solution process will be introduced in the following. The
layout of this case is exhibited in Figure A1. For simplification, wind farms are not considered here.
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According to Figure A1, the interval power flow (IPF) model in rectangle form can be established
in the following:

P3 = −e3
3
∑

j=1
(G3jej − B3j f j)− f3

3
∑

j=1
(G3j f j + B3jej) = [0.45, 0.55],

Q3 = − f3
3
∑

j=1
(G3jej − B3j f j) + e3

3
∑

j=1
(G3j f j + B3jej) = [0.18, 0.22],

P2 = −e2
3
∑

j=1
(G3jej − B3j f j)− f2

3
∑

j=1
(G3j f j + B3jej) = [0.9, 1.1],

V2
2 = e2

2 + f 2
2 = 1.012.

(A1)

where bus Nos. 1 to 3 respectively represent the slack bus, generator bus, and load bus. e1 = 1.03,
f1 = 0, and the real and imaginary portions of the admittance matrices are respectively computed as

G =

 18.81 −17.98 −0.83
−17.98 18.73 −0.75
−0.83 −0.75 1.58

, (A2)

and

B =

 −14.35 11.24 3.11
11.24 −13.88 2.64
3.11 2.64 −5.75

. (A3)

Notice that the power flow equations are expressed in the rectangle coordinate system, so as to
avoid complex Chebyshev approximation computation for sine and cosine functions. Procedure for
solving model (A1) is described in the following:
Step (1) Solve the conventional power flow model of Figure A1 at the midpoints of the power intervals,
i.e., P0

G2 = 1.0, P0
L3 = 0.5, Q0

L3 = 0.2. By doing this, we can obtain the power flow results e2,0 = 1.0066,
e3,0 = 0.9594, f2,0 = 0.0826, f3,0 = −0.0349 and the Jacobi matrix.
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J =


∂P2
∂e2

∂P2
∂e3

∂P2
∂ f2

∂P2
∂ f3

∂P3
∂e2

∂P3
∂e3

∂P3
∂ f2

∂P3
∂ f3

∂Q3
∂e2

∂Q3
∂e3

∂Q3
∂ f2

∂Q3
∂ f3

∂V2
∂e2

∂V2
∂e3

∂V2
∂ f2

∂V2
∂ f3

=


18.564 −0.542 17.228 −2.721
−0.8161 1.208 −2.508 5.692
−2.508 5.238 0.8161 −2.234
2.013 0 0.165 0

 (A4)

Step (2) Construct the initial affine forms of the IPF variables. According to (26) and (27), the initial
form of IPF model can be written as

e2 = 1.0066 + eP
2,2εP2 + eP

2,3εP3 + eQ
2,3εQ3,

e3 = 0.9594 + eP
3,2εP2 + eP

3,3εP3 + eQ
3,3εQ3,

f2 = 0.0826 + f P
2,2εP2 + f P

2,3εP3 + f Q
2,3εQ3,

f3 = −0.0349 + f P
3,2εP2 + f P

3,3εP3 + f Q
3,3εQ3.

(A5)

where εP2, εP3, and εQ3 are noise elements, and their corresponding coefficients can computed through
the inverse of the Jacobi matrix.

J−1 =


∂e2
∂P2

∂e2
∂P3

∂e2
∂Q3

∂e2
∂V2

∂e3
∂P2

∂e3
∂P3

∂e3
∂Q3

∂e3
∂V2

∂ f2
∂P2

∂ f2
∂P3

∂ f2
∂Q3

∂ f2
∂V2

∂ f3
∂P2

∂ f3
∂P3

∂ f3
∂Q3

∂ f3
∂V2

=


eP
2,2 eP

2,3 eQ
2,3 eV

2,2
eP

3,2 eP
3,3 eQ

3,3 eV
3,2

f P
2,2 f P

2,3 f Q
2,3 f V

2,2
f P
3,2 f P

3,3 f Q
3,3 f V

3,2

 =


−0.0056 −0.0027 0 0.5477
0.0007 0.0683 0.1751 0.2529
0.0688 0.0327 0.0004 −0.6216
0.0297 0.1752 0.165 0

 (A6)

To ensure the initial affine form (A4) includes the “real” ranges of the IPF model, J−1 is multiplied
by an amplitude of 1.05 and thus (A4) can be rewritten as

e2 = 1.0066− 0.0059εP2 − 0.0028εP3,
e3 = 0.9594 + 0.0007εP2 + 0.0718εP3 + 0.1751εQ3,
f2 = 0.0826 + 0.0722εP2 + 0.0344εP3 + 0.0005εQ3,
f3 = −0.0349 + 0.0311εP2 − 0.0392εP3 − 0.2615εQ3.

(A7)

Step (3) Compute the affine forms of nodal power of the IPF model. By substituting (A5) to (A1) and
applying the affine operations expressed by (20), (21), and (23) we obtain

P3 = 0.5 + 0.105εP2 + 0.001ε1 + 0.0006ε2 + 0.105ε4 + 0.0005ε6,
Q3 = 0.2 + 0.0525εP3 + 0.0001ε2 + 0.0525ε5,
P2 = 1.0 + 0.0211εQ3 + 0.0005ε2 + 0.0001ε3 + 0.0002ε6,
V2

2 = 1.012 + 0.0001ε1.

(A8)

where ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, and ε6, respectively, represent new noise elements produced by ε2
P2, ε2

P3, ε2
Q3,

εP2 · εP3, εP2 · εQ3, and εP3 · εQ3, and they are all valued as interval [−1,1]. Here, the multiplication of
two affine forms is also introduced in Reference [31].
Step (4) Construct optimization models for contracting the noise elements. Based on (39) and (40), we
substitute ε1 to ε6 in (A6) by interval [−1,1], and construct the optimization models for contracting εP2,
εP3, and εQ3 in the following:

min (εP2, εP3, εQ3) or max (εP2, εP3, εQ3),

−0.2065 ≤ 0.105εP2 ≤ 0.2065,
−0.1027 ≤ 0.0525εP3 ≤ 0.1027,
−0.0208 ≤ 0.0211εQ3 ≤ 0.0208,
−0.0001 ≤ 0 ≤ 0.0001,
−1 ≤ εP2, εP3, εQ3 ≤ 1.

(A9)
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By solving optimization models in (A7), the contracted noise elements are written as [εmin
P2 , εmax

P2 ] =

[−1, 1], [εmin
P3 , εmax

P3 ] = [−1, 1], [εmin
Q3 , εmax

Q3 ] = [−0.9896, 0.9896].
Step (5) Calculate the intervals of power flow variables of the IPF model. By substituting the contracted
noise elements εP2, εP3, and εQ3 to (A5), we obtain


e2 = 1.0066− 0.0059 · [−1, 1]− 0.0028 · [−1, 1] = [1.0059, 1.0074],
e3 = 0.9594 + 0.0007 · [−1, 1] + 0.0718 · [−1, 1] + 0.1751 · [−0.9896, 0.9896] = [0.9521, 0.9667],
f2 = 0.0826 + 0.0722 · [−1, 1] + 0.0344 · [−1, 1] + 0.0005 · [−0.9896, 0.9896] = [0.0736, 0.0915],
f3 = −0.0349 + 0.0311 · [−1, 1]− 0.0392 · [−1, 1]− 0.2615 · [−0.9896, 0.9896] = [−0.048,−0.0218].

(A10)

Therefore, the intervals of the bus voltage of bus No. 3, bus angle of bus No. 2, and bus angle of
bus No. 3 are respectively computed as

V3 =
√

e2
3 + f 2

3 =

√
[0.9521, 0.9667]2 + [−0.048,−0.0218]2 = [0.9523, 0.9679

]
, (A11)

θ2 = arg tan
f2

e2
= arg tan

[0.0736, 0.0915]
[1.0059, 1.0074]

= [0.0729, 0.0907], (A12)

θ3 = arg tan
f3

e3
= arg tan

[−0.048,−0.0218]
[0.9521, 0.9667]

= [−0.0503,−0.0225]. (A13)

Other variables like active power transmission and reactive power generation can also be calculate
using (A8) through the interval arithmetic computation.

By applying the aforementioned five steps, a solution procedure for the IPF model by the
AA-based method is introduced in detail.
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